AGA Developer Meeting - April 26, 2020

In Attendance:
Steve Colburn
Anna Wiggins
Michael Hiiva
Andrew Jackson
Hajin Lee
Lee Schumacher

Agenda:
Updates:
Domain/DNS migration [Steve]
--Going forward, waiting on steve to email Roger
Congress [General]
--Not happening. Meetings may not happen traditional congress week. Sad not to have an
in-person meeting.
Ratings
--some people have reached out to assist in position
--submitted games has dropped off for the last couple of months
--Future discussions on cheating in tournaments with people involved
Automation updates - ansible/docker [Michael/Anna]
--Some ansible updates pushed up for AGHS push. EJ pull request soon to be deployed from
git and deploys configs for the updates, some more testing to be done. Some parts of the AGA
website.
AGAGD Missing things: All players sorted by ratings: https://www.usgo.org/all-players-rating
Anna looking at some of the schema things to improve security

New:

Next meeting to be held May 17th